
Hardware security is a necessity for your business.

Maclocks takes it to the next level.



Mind Your Business.

For close to two decades, Maclocks 
has been designing & producing 
innovative security, charge and 
display solutions. Every Maclocks 
product provides the  perfect 
balance of design & functionality.

Maclocks is the number one 
choice for businesses, schools & 

government agencies to keep 
their hardware safe without 
compromising on user experience. 

Maclocks extensive portfolio 
of security & display solutions 
is comprised of a range of 
products that fit in any working 
environment. 

All Apple devices need to be secured, from desktop computers 
to notebooks to tablets. Maclocks security products were born 
out of this necessity.



The way we teach and learn has 
evolved. Powerful creative tools such 
as Macs & iPads have transformed the 
classroom by offering endless learning 
possibilities that empower educators
and students.

Maclocks innovative line of Education 
solutions can be found in every learning 
environment, specifically classrooms K-12
and higher education institutions 
worldwide. 

Maclocks in Education 

Apple TV & Mac mini mounts iPad security case Mac Pro lock iPad security charging cart



Maclocks secured display solutions 
help your business use their Apple 
products to their fullest capabilities.

Maclocks iPad enclosures, iPad POS and 
kiosks, and iPad stands will boost customer 

engagement and user experience with an 
easily accessible protected display.

Maclocks products bring people and 
technology closer together to make 
customer interaction even better. 

Maclocks in Retail 

iPad/iPad mini POS BrandMe StandiPad security charging unitiPad flipping kiosk



iPad enclosure kiosk

The number one priority for 
government offices is to keep 
sensitive & private information safe.

Maclocks offers high level security 
solutions to support the technology & 

regulatory needs of government agencies 
for desktops and portable computers.

Maclocks also offers secure solutions 
to outfit government visitor centers for 
interaction with the general public. 

Maclocks in Government 

IPad floor standiPad rotating kiosk



iMac security plate iPad articulating arm mount

Apple products have transformed 
the typical office environment.

Maclocks security solutions allow these 
workplace devices to be the most efficient 
and mobile. We offer security to hardware 

used in conference rooms, cubicles, 
cafeterias and server rooms. Make the 
most of your business with Maclocks 
powerful and viable security and display 
solutions for Macs, iPads, MacBook Airs 
and MacBook Pros. 

Maclocks in Enterprise 

 iPad lockable holder



MacBook security case or bracket

Maclocks is the largest global 
provider of secure iPad solutions 
used in the healthcare industry

iPad usage is more convenient to
medical professionals & patients
with Maclocks top-of-the-line iPad

secured display solutions.

Maclocks also offers charging & locking 
solutions for tablet & laptop deployment 
which is ideal for hospitals, medical 
centers, dental clinics, doctors & care 
centers. 

Maclocks in Healthcare 

iPad rotating stand iPad BrandMe StandiPad security charging unit



Customization and company 
branding is extremely important 
for any iPad kiosk or iPad mount 
being implemented in a business. 

Maclocks expert R&D team can 
customize every aspect of your company 
related hardware security solution. Any 

customer can request personalized 
branding, design and functionality. 

Maclocks provides comprehensive 
turnkey and custom OEM capabilities. 
Bring Maclocks innovative merchandise, 
exceptional manufacturing quality and 
dedicated engineering team to work for 
your business.  

Maclocks in Customized Solutions 

Universal rugged case holder



contact us at
www.maclocks.com | sales@maclocks.com


